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l. The result 
For a semigroup E, let @(E) denote the Banach space of all bounded 
real-valued functions on E with the norm Ilfll=sup If(a)l. A mean on 
@(E) is a continuous linear functional u on @(E) such that inf f(a).;;;; 
.;;;;u(f).;;;;sup f(a) for f E@(L). For TEE and f E@(E), let Tf and fT be 
aEE 
functions on E defined by Tf(a) = f(Ta) and fAa) = f(aT) for 0' E E. A mean 
u on @(E) is left invariant [two-sided invariant], if u(f)=u(Tf)[u(f)= 
=U(Tf)=U(fT)] for all f E@(E) and all TEE. Several conditions for the 
existence of a left invariant or a two-sided invariant mean on @(E) are 
known (see [1], [4, § 17]). In particular, for every commutative semi-
group E, a two-sided invariant mean on @(E) exists. 
Using a generalization due to DAY [2] of the well-known Markov-
Kakutani fixed point theorem, we shall prove the following result. 
The 0 rem. Let E be a (real or complex) separated locally con vex topological 
vector space, and H a closed linear subspace in E of finite codimension n. 
Let X be a set in E having the following properties: 
(1) X n (x+H) is compact convex for every x E E. 
(2) X contains an n-dimensional linear subspace. 
Let E be a semigroup (under composition of transformations) of continuous 
linear transformations from E into itself such that each 0' E E satisfies the 
two conditions: 
(3) 0' maps every n-dimensional linear subspace contained in X onto an 
n-dimensional linear subspace contained in X. 
(4) a(H) C H. 
If @(E) admits a left invariant mean, then there exists an n-dimensional 
linear subspace L in E such that LeX and a(L) = L for every 0' E E. 
A similar result for a single linear transformation was proved in our 
paper [3]: Under the same hypothesis on E, H and X, if a continuous 
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linear transformation a on E satisfies condition (3), then X contains an 
n-dimensional linear subspace L such that a(L)=L. In this case of a 
single linear transformation, condition (4) is not needed. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
Denote by F the quotient space EjH. Then dim F=n. Let EF denote 
the topological vector space of all functions (continuity not required) 
from F into E, with the topology of pointwise convergence. This topological 
vector space EF may be identified with the product vector space II E y, 
'lieF 
where each Ey is a copy of E. Since E is separated and locally convex, 
EF is also separated and locally convex. 
Let n: E -+ F be the canonical mapping from E onto the quotient 
space F=EjH. Condition (1) means that X n n-1(y) is compact convex 
for every y E F. Let r denote the set of all ~ E EF such that ~ is linear, 
~(F) C X and n 0 ~ is the identity mapping on F. In other words, r is 
the set of all linear ~ E EF such that ~(y) EX n n-l(y) for every y E F. 
For every ~ E r, ~(F) is an n-dimensional linear subspace contained in X. 
Conversely, for every n-dimensional linear subspace L contained in X, 
(1) implies LnKern={O}, so there is a unique ~Er with ~(F)=L. 
Hence {~(F): ~ E r} is the set of all n-dimensional linear subspaces 
contained in X, and this set is in one-to-one correspondence with r. 
In particular, r is non-empty by (2). 
Let ~l E r, ~2 E r and ~=Cl~l +C2~2' where Cl:> 0, C2:> 0 and Cl +C2= 1. 
For each y E F, both ~l(Y) and ~2(Y) are in the convex set X n n-1(y), 
so ~(y) EX n n-l(y). As ~ is clearly linear, we have ~ E r. Thus r is a 
convex set in EF. 
Consider now a basis {el, e2, ... ,en} of the n-dimensional vector space F, 
and an arbitrary symmetric convex neighborhood U of 0 in E. As 
X n n-1(ej) is compact, there is an r>O such that r·(X n n-l(ej)) C U 
for 1 <j <no Then ~(ej) EX n n-1(ej) C (ljr)U for all ~ E rand 1 <j <no 
n n 
Consequently ~(y)= ! cj~(ej) E U for all ~ E r and for all y=! Cjej 
i~l i~l 
n 
satisfying! ICil < r. This shows that r is an equicontinuous set of linear 
i~l 
transformations from F into E. 
For each y E F, {~(y) : ~ E r} is contained in the compact set X n n-1(y). 
Since r is equicontinuous, it follows that r is relatively compact in EF. 
We claim that r is compact. Let ~o E EF be in the closure of r. Then ~o is 
necessarily linear. As ~(y) is in the compact set X n n-1(y) for every ~ E r 
and y E F, we must have ~o(y) EX n n-l(y) for all y E F, i.e., ~o E r. 
Hence r is closed in EF and therefore is compact. 
By (3), to each pair a E .E and ~ E r, there corresponds a unique 'f) E r 
such that 'f)(F)=(ao ~)(F). This 'f) will be denoted by a*(~). For each 
y E F, there is a Z E F such that (ao ~)(y)='f)(z). Since no 'f) is the identity 
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mapping on F, we have (0'0 ~)(y)=('fjo no 'fj)(z)=('fjo no 0'0 ~)(Y). Thus 
the relation 
(5) 0'0 ~='fjo nO 0'0 ~ 
is satisfied by 'fj=0'*(~). On the other hand, since (1) implies (0'0 ~)(F) n 
n Kern={O}, 71, maps the n-dimensional linear subspace (0'0 ~)(F) 
isomorphically onto F. So 
(6) (no 0'0 ~)(F)=F 
holds for every 0' E E and ~ E r. In view of (6), it is clear that relation 
(5) implies (0'0 ~)(F)='fj(F), i.e., 'fj=0'*(~). Hence O'*(~) is the unique 
'fj E r satisfying (5). 
Let ~1, ~2 E r. Since 71, 0 ~l = 71, 0 ~2 is the identity mapping on F, we 
have (~1-~2)(F)CH. By (4), this implies (0'0~1-0'0~2)(F)CH for 
every 0' E E. Therefore 
(7) no 0'0 ~l=no 0'0 ~2 for 0' E E and t], ~2 E r. 
We can now verify that for each 0' E E, 0'* is a- affine transformation 
from r into itself, i.e. 
(8) 
for ~1, ~2 E rand Cl:>O, C2:>O, Cl+C2=1. Let 1J1=O'*(~i)(i=l, 2), 
~=c16+c2~2 and 'fj=Cl'fjl+C2'fj2. We have 0'0 ;=Cl'(O'O ~1)+C2'(0'0 ~2) or 
0'0 ~=Cl'('fjlO no 0'0 ~1)+C2'('fj20 nO 0'0 ~2)' III view of (7), the last 
relation can be written 
0'0 ~=Cl'('f]lO no 0'0 ~)+C2'('fj20 no 0'0 ~)='fjo no O'o~. 
Hence O'*(~)='fj which is (8). 
We claim that for each 0' E E, the transformation 0'* is continuous 
on r. Fix 0' E E and ~o E r. Let 'fjo=O'*(~o) and consider a neighborhood 
N of 'fjo in r of the form 
N = {'I} E r: 'fj(zt} -'fjO(Zi) E U for l.;;;i .;;;m}, 
where {Zl' Z2, .. . ,zm} C F and U is a neighborhood of ° in E. By (6), 
we can find Yi E- F such that Zi= (no 0'0 ~O)(Yi) (1 .;;;i.;;;m). Let V be a 
neighborhood oi ° in E such that O'(V) C U. The set 
M = g E r: ~(Yt)-~o(Yt) E V for l.;;;i.;;;m} 
is a neif:,borhood of ~o in r. For any ~ E r and 'fj=0'*(~) we have by (7) 
and 




Hence 1] E a * (M) implies l](Zi) - 'fjO(Zi) E a( V) C U (1 <; i <; m). This means 
a*(M) eN and proves the continuity of a*. 
Since «0 a)* = <* 0 a* for a, < E I:, the semigroup (under composition 
of transformations) I:* = {a* : a E I:} is a homomorphic image of the 
semigroup I:. As !?lJ(I:) admits a left invariant mean, !?lJ(I:*) also admits 
a left invariant mean. 
Thus I:* is a semigroup of continuous affine transformations from the 
compact convex set r into itself, and !?lJ(I:*) admits a left invariant mean. 
By a generalization due to DAY [2] of the Markov-Kakutani fixed point 
theorem, there is a ~ E r such that ~=a*(~) for all a E I:. For such a ~, 
the corresponding L=~(F) is an n-dimensional linear subspace contained 
in X and a(L) = L for every a E I:. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
3. A 8pecial ca8e 
We discuss a special case of the theorem just proved. 
Corollary. Let a Banach 8pace E be the direct 8um E =EI (BE2 of two 
linear 8ub8pace8, of which EI i8 of finite dimen8ion nand E2 i8 reflexive. 
For x=y+z with y EEl, Z E E 2, let q(x) = JJyJJ-JJzJJ. Let I: be a 8emigroup 
(under comp08ition of tran8formation8) of continuou8 linear tran8formation8 
from E into it8elf 8uch that each a E I: has the propertie8: 
(9) 
(10) 
x#O and q(x);;.O imply a(x)#O and q(a(x));;.O. 
a(E2) C E 2. 
If !?lJ(I:) admit8 a left invariant mean, then there exi8t8 an n-dimen8ional 
linear 8ub8pace L in E 8uch that q(x);;.O for all x E L, and a(L)=L for 
every a E I:. 
Proof. If we take H=E2, X={x EE:q(x);;.O} and consider the weak 
topology of E, then the corollary reduces to the above theorem. 
Consider the Hilbert space l2 of infinite complex sequences x= {Xi} 
00 00 
with convergent 1 JXiJ2, with norm JJxJJ = (1JXiJ2)'/'. Fix a positive integer 
i~l i~l 
n, and let 
n 00 
J(x)= 1 JXiJ2- 1 JXiJ2 
i~l i~n+l 
for X= {xi} E l2. Generalizing a well-known theorem of PONTRJAGIN-
IOHVIDov [10], [5], [7], [6], a recent theorem of NAIMARK [8], [9] states 
that if E is a commutative semigroup of continuous linear transformations 
of l2 onto itself such that J(a(x))=J(x) for all x El2 and all a E I:, then 
there exists an n-dimensional linear subspace L in l2 such that J(x);;.O 
for all x ELand a(L) = L for every a E I:. 
By specializing our corollary to the case of l2, we get a result different 
from Naimark's theorem. Consider, for a simple example, the linear 
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transformation aa, b on 12 defined by aa, b{xd = {x/} with 
Xi' = (a+b)xi (l,,;;;i,,;;;n), xi' =aXi-n + bXi (n+ 1 ,,;;;i,,;;; 2n) 
and xi' = bxdi > 2n), where a, b are positive numbers. The set.E of all 
aa,b, when a, b runs over all ordered pairs of positive numbers, is a com-
mutative semigroup of continuous linear transformations. The above 
corollary is applicable to this semigroup.E, if EI is taken to be the subspace 
formed by all {Xi} E 12 with Xi= 0 for i>n, and E2 is the subspace formed 
by all {Xi} E 12 with Xl = X2 = ... = xn = o. Although the transformations 
aa,b(a>O, b>O) preserve the non-negativity of q (and therefore also the 
non-negativity of J), they do not preserve J. Thus Naimark's theorem 
does not apply to this example. 
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